IMU – Inertial platform
1.0 IMU
The IMU is an the inertial platform that is used by the GRIPONE to activate all the strategies
included into the 3D-INTELLIGENCE technology.

2.0 Connection
L’IMU must be connected to the connector marked with “IM” on the GRIPONE.
3.0 Positioning
The positioning of the IMU on the bike is very important. If it is not done in the correct
manner, the control unit may not work. The IMU must be placed far from heat and isolated
by the vibration. Use the foam included into the box to isolate it. On the face of IMU you can
see two arrows pointing to the Z axis and the Y axis.The arrow Y should be pointing the
direction of motion of veichle (as horizontal as possible). The arrow Z should be pointing the
ground (as upright as possible).
4.0 Configuration with GRIPONE S3 (firmware version 39 or lower)
Connection the IMU to the plug&play harness and follow these steps to initialize it:
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Connect the USB cable to the ECU and the laptop;
If it is the first time you use GRIPONE: run
WINSOFT; by the menu FILE > OPEN, open the base
map (available on the USB memory or online at
www.gripone.com);
In the case it is not the first installation (and
you had already programmed your GRIPONE S3):
press the button “READ ECU” to upload the map
from the ECU to WINSOFT;
Select “IMU Y – channel” and press the button
“MONITORING ON” (A);
Place the IMU with the arrow “Y” upwards (directed
to the sky);
Keeping the position of IMU, press button
“MONITORING OFF” (B);
Wait a few seconds and press the "SET 1g" (1);
Press button “MONITORING ON” (A);
Place the IMU with the arrow “Y” forwards (parallel to
the floor);
Keeping the position of IMU, press button
“MONITORING OFF” (B);
Wait a few seconds and press the "SET 0g" (2);
Select “IMU Z – channel” and press the button
“MONITORING ON” (A);
Place the IMU with the arrow “Z” downwards (directed to
the floor);
Keeping the position of IMU, press button
“MONITORING OFF” (B);
Wait a few seconds and press the "SET 1g" (3);
Press button “MONITORING ON” (A);
Place the IMU with the arrow “Z” forwards (parallel to the
floor);
Keeping the position of IMU, press button
“MONITORING OFF” (B);
Wait a few seconds and press the "SET 0g" (4);
Be sure to activate the IMU by ADVANCED SETUP > 3DINTELLIGENCE (C). This parameter must be 1;
Press the button “Ok” to close ADVANCED SETUP
window;
Save the map by menu FILE > SAVE AS;
Download the map to the ECU pressing the button “PROGRAM ECU;
Wait the end of procedure and disconnect the USB cable.

5.0 Configuration with GRIPONE S3 (firmware 40 or higher) or GRIPONE S4
1.
2.
3.

Run WINSOFT;
Press WIZARD IMU to start the procedure to initialize the IMU
Follow the steps until the end

6.0 Configuration with GRIPONE CHRONO TC
1.

Connect the IMU to the plugh&play harness (as explained in the user manual of
ECU);
2. Start the engine of the bike;
3. Use the button MENU to scroll the menu until “IMU Y = 0”; be fast because after
few seconds the menu will come back to main screen
4. Point the "Y" arrow of the IMU forward (parallel to the ground) and press button
OPTION.
5. Use the button MENU to scroll the menu until “IMU Y = 1”; be fast because after
few seconds the menu will come back to main screen
6. Point the "Y" arrow of the IMU upward (directed to the sky) and press button
OPTION.
7. Use the button MENU to scroll the menu until “IMU Z = 0”; be fast because after
few seconds the menu will come back to main screen
8. Point the "Z" arrow of the IMU forward (parallel to the ground) and press button
OPTION.
9. Use the button MENU to scroll the menu until “IMU Z = 1”; be fast because after
few seconds the menu will come back to main screen
10. Point the "Z" arrow of the IMU downward (directed to the ground) and press button
OPTION.
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